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The Pitch 

The X 

Razor 
Ninja Gaiden (NES) meets the repulsion-based mobility of Super Magnetic Neo in a color-powered 2.5D platformer. 

Slogan 
Conquer with flying colors. Literally. 

So, what does that really mean? 
CHROMA is an action-puzzle-platformer in which all primary actions are inherently linked to offense, defense, mobility, 
and puzzle solving simultaneously. Because of this dynamic system, players can employ a variety of strategies to 
overcome the challenges in the game. The choices the player makes thus become meaningful, even crucial, in defining 
the game experience. “Well, what is this dynamic system?” you ask. It is the relationship between the primary colors in 
this world. In other words... 

The Hook 

 

All player attacks, enemy types & attacks, platforming challenges, and puzzles are based on the primary colors and 
their multi-directional relationship. 
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Damage Attacks 
These occur when a color attack strikes an opponent or object of the color directly clockwise (in the diagram/logo). 
They cut through defenses and do heavy damage but provide no other rewards. 

Repel Attacks 
These occur when a color attack strikes an opponent or object of the color directly counter-clockwise. Though they 
deal little-to-no damage, they reflect projectiles, repel objects & enemies, or even launch the player (depending on 
the mass and stability of the attacked object). 

Cancel/Absorb Attacks 
These occur when a color attack strikes an opponent or object of the same color. They deal only limited damage, 
but they block and cancel incoming attacks, and they absorb energy from the attacked object. This energy is used 
to fuel special abilities associated with the corresponding color. 

Mobility Actions 
Actions that are mobility-based non-attacks are associated with the outcast primary color: green. These are 
primarily jumping, dashing, and the like. 

The Premise 
In a primarily black-and-white world, the purest, most powerful energies are manifested in vibrant colors. Though 
there are few who have been able to wield such power at will, those few never seem to be content with what they 
have. However, when they begin to spread their enslaving tentacles over the land, there is always a hero to 
challenge them--a hero who, despite being incredibly outnumbered and out-powered, will rise up and quell the 
invading rascals and restore freedom to the helpless. 

That’s right, you’re that hero. 

Or perhaps you’ve been captured, and you’re breaking out of a facility to return to your home village. You just 
happen to collect a whole bunch of awesome powers along the way. Awesome, indeed. 

In other words, besides the black-and-white world with energy manifested as color, I plan on involving the cohort in 
authoring the premise and further dramatic elements. 

Major Features 
• Combines platforming, combat, and puzzle solving; does NOT separate gameplay elements into isolated segments 
• Employs a system of player procedures that has a balance of risks and rewards for every possible action 
• Allows players to approach challenges with varying strategies: Power through enemies with damaging attacks, reflect 

their own attacks back them, repel them into each other or off ledges, or repel yourself off of and over them to avoid 
confrontation altogether. Will you launch yourself off of enemies to fly over hazards, or will you destroy them and 
attempt to make the jumps on your own?
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The Details 

Fleshing Out the X 
The game will be focused on fast-paced action, even when puzzles are to be solved. Players will have to make 
quick decisions about how to surpass obstacles and which color attacks to use. A constant combination of vertical 
and horizontal player movement is key to a compelling platformer. Throw in a consistent supply of enemies, 
projectiles, and hazards, and the game will have the charm and replayability of old-school games. 

Again, dynamic mobility is central to a successful platformer, and combining the attack actions with that mobility 
(particularly in the form of the repulsion mechanic) will set this game apart from its competition. Though sometimes 
similar to the common “bounce off the enemies’ heads” mechanic, repel attacks will be used in variety of ways with 
a variety of consequences, depending on the situation. Would you like to here more about the way the CHROMA 
Triad works? Well, I’ll tell you... 

Fleshing Out the Hook 
As mentioned previously, every object that the player can interact with (including enemies, enemy projectiles & 
attacks, etc.) is associated with at least one of the primary colors. However, there are other factors that will 
contribute to determining exactly what consequences will come from attacks of the different colors. These include 
the mass, velocity, and stability of the object, and more. For example... 

Damage Attacks 
• Damage attacks that strike typical projectiles will often explode them outright. 
• Those that strike light-weight enemies will deal heavy damage and likely kill them. 
• Heavy enemies will take several hits, but can eventually be destroyed. 
• Certain environmental objects can be destroyed with these attacks, revealing any number of hidden goodies (items, 

pathways, etc.) 

Repel Attacks 
• Repel attacks will reflect most projectiles away from the player, thus using them against the enemies instead. 
• Rather than causing direct damage, reflect attacks will push light enemies away from the player. Depending on the 

speed of the pushed enemy, it might be capable of dealing damage to other enemies it collides with, or it could be 
pushed into a pit or onto spikes. Chain reactions can be caused frequently by using such simple tactics. 

• When using repel attacks on heavy enemies, the player will be the one to experience the repulsion. This can be used 
to quickly escape the situation, to launch into the air (off of an angled shield, for example), or to bounce high off the 
heavy enemy’s head. Secret ledges and other platforming challenges would also be easy to build around this idea. 
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• Since most environmental objects are heavy and stable, players must often use repel attacks to launch off of them to 
reach new areas or to clear obstacles. They will also factor heavily into how the player navigates combat in rooms with 
such objects. 

Cancel/Absorb Attacks 
• Projectiles will generally be blocked and absorbed by these attacks. This is a great technique for filling up energy 

meters to fuel special abilities. 
• Light enemies will often serve as energy absorption fodder. They can be destroyed by cancel/absorb attacks with 

some effort, but they’ll boost energy along the way. Likewise, their close-range attacks can be blocked and absorbed 
if the player has perfect timing with the correct counter-attack. 

• Heavy enemies generally cannot be destroyed by cancel/absorb attacks. Therefore, they serve as a great resource for 
refueling energy meters. However, because the player has to remain close to the enemies to absorb energy from 
them,  he runs the risk of taking big damage from the heavy enemies powerful attacks. 

• Many objects will serve as “energy charge stations” until they are destroyed. But what if the player could have repelled 
off of it to reach a high ledge or pushed it on top of an approaching enemy? It is all up to the player to decide how he’ll 
experiment with such options. 

Technique Combinations (Solving Puzzles, Advanced Combat, and More!) 
With a foundation on this mechanic, a staggering number of puzzle possibilities, varied battles, and platforming 
challenges becomes imminent. Consider the following: 

• A locked door guarded by missile turrets stands in the player’s way. The unlock mechanism requires blue energy to 
open the door. The missiles that target the player vary in color attribute. The player can attempt to simply dodge 
through the oncoming fire and then blue-attack the mechanism head-on, thus charging it with the same color of 
energy. If that doesn’t suit the skill or style of the player, waiting for blue missiles to approach and using red attacks 
to reflect them toward the mechanism from a distance might be a better option. If there are pits in the floor or other 
obstacles in the room, the player may have to change up strategies that have been used before. 

• A particularly large and heavy yellow enemy blocks the path. It is too tall to directly jump over and wields a hefty red 
shield. When the player approaches, the enemy attacks with its shield, slamming it on the ground. The player could 
attempt to blue-attack the shield in hopes of destroying it, thus leaving the enemy exposed to further attacks. 
However, such a strategy would likewise put the player in danger of receiving damage from the enemy’s shield attack. 
Another strategy might be to first dodge out of the way of the shield attack. Then, when the shield is flat against the 
ground for a moment, the player could jump on top and yellow-attack to repel upward off of it--a move that would 
launch him far higher than an ordinary jump. With that propulsion, the player could fly over the enemy’s head and land 
behind it, thus keeping the player safe from the shield attack. From behind, the player could directly red-attack the 
yellow enemy’s body, uninhibited. 

• The player is in a vertical shaft that is staggered with platforms as it proceeds upward. Enemies of various colors guard 
the platforms. The player could attempt to systematically move upward by destroying the enemies one at a time with 
damage attacks, and then jumping on their platforms to proceed. Another strategy would be to repel upward off 
each enemy by jumping on top of them and using repel attacks to bounce quickly from one platform to the next. But 
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what if a large red enemy blocks the path at the end? The player would need to blue-attack repeatedly to clear the 
way. If the player had charged up a lot of blue energy by attacking smaller blue enemies with cancel/absorb 
attacks on the way to the top, a powerful blue technique could be unleashed on the red enemy, destroying it more 
quickly than typical combat moves would. 

 
Multiple paths through the stages; crossing large gaps by bounding off objects; taking on hoards of different-colored 
enemies at once; and mixing platforming, combat, and puzzles all become possible and interesting with this hook. 

Formal Elements 
The following are quick descriptions of the game’s structural components, based on the abstracted concepts found 
in Tracy Fullerton’s Game Design Workshop. 

Players 
• Primarily single player vs. the game (one character against an army of enemies and progressively more difficult 

challenges) 
• However, the hook mechanic has obvious multiplayer potential, with several possible modes (battle royal, race, hit the 

ball into the goal, etc.) 

Objectives 
• Escape: reach the end of every area safely 
• Exploration: find items and upgrades by scouring every nook and cranny and by using the hook in creative ways 
• Solution: come up with techniques to overcoming the obstacles; some are fairly linear, some have multiple solutions 

Procedures 
Being that this game is designed with a common handheld controller in mind, the Xbox 360 button layout is referenced in 
this section. 

• LS and D-pad: Character movement 
• A button: Jump (green action) 
• B button: Red attack 
• X button: Blue attack 
• Y button: Yellow attack 
• Shoulder buttons: Color-based special abilities 
• Other game procedures: Based on the hook! 

Rules 
Refer to the hook and its embellishments for many illustrations of rules. The specific math behind the rules will be more 
clearly defined with rigorous playtesting. 
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Resources 
Player resources include the following: 

• Health 
• Lives 
• Color-based energy (and, therefore, the special abilities associated with that energy) 
• Collected experience (used to upgrade color strengths, speed, etc. at will) 
• Enemies and incoming projectiles & attacks (if they’re on the screen still, the player can choose to manipulate them 

with the color triad relationships) 

Conflict 
• Reach the end of the various stages while environmental hazards and hordes obstruct the way. 
• Difficult decisions on how to handle puzzles and other situations are also dilemmas that create conflict. 
• In certain multiplayer modes, direct competition between human players is obvious conflict. 

Boundaries 
• The digital experience, of course 
• The walls, floors, and ceilings of individual levels 

Outcome 
The outcome of the game is dependent on the player’s choices, reflexes, and skill. Winning or losing is tied directly to the 
objectives of overcoming the obstacles and reaching the end of each level. However, there is depth to the outcome 
beyond simply reaching the end of the level or not. 

• Losing eventually while getting better at the game is not a complete loss, as the player has a better chance of winning 
on subsequent attempts. 

• Skill/experience points are still collected with successful player actions, even if the player eventually loses. Those points 
can be used to upgrade stats and abilities between attempts, thus increasing the player’s chances of winning on later 
tries. 

• The very implementation of the hook speaks to complex outcomes with every action. Clearly, this is not simply a zero-
sum game. 

Dramatic Elements 
The following are quick descriptions of the game’s dramatic components, based on the abstracted concepts found 
in Tracy Fullerton’s Game Design Workshop. 

Challenge 
Csikszentmihalyi’s “flow” theory will take precedence in designing the levels. Therefore, the levels will be designed such 
that they encourage the player to develop skill in a steady progression over the course of the game. Puzzles and 
challenges early on will focus on teaching the player to use one color action at a time. As the game moves forward, 
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obstacles will force the player to start combining multiple actions of varying colors into chains that produce impressive 
effects (see pages 3-5 of this document for a few simple examples). 

Play 
Play is the point of games, right? Because of the choices available to the player, the game accommodates a wide 
range of play types and styles, even though it is a dedicated platformer. Emergent gameplay could certainly come 
about (beat the level using only one type of color action, see how fast a level can be completed, etc.) 

Though the level of engagement is not the same as a serious game might demand, the requirement for players to 
constantly strategize and decide every action (button mashing will not be particularly fruitful) makes this game 
incredibly engaging. 

Premise 
In a primarily black-and-white world, the purest, most powerful energies are manifested in vibrant colors. Though 
there are few who have been able to wield such power at will, those few never seem to be content with what they 
have. However, when they begin to spread their enslaving tentacles over the land, there is always a hero to 
challenge them--a hero who, despite being incredibly outnumbered and out-powered, will rise up and quell the 
invading rascals and restore freedom to the helpless. 

That’s right, you’re that hero. 

Or perhaps you’ve been captured, and you’re breaking out of a facility to return to your home village. You just 
happen to collect a whole bunch of awesome powers along the way. Awesome, indeed. 

In other words, besides the black-and-white world with energy manifested as color, I plan on involving the cohort in 
authoring the premise and further dramatic elements. 

Character 
Like the premise, this should be developed actively by the cohort as the gameplay mechanics come to bear. The 
most distinct character feature at this point is the way his/her appearance evolves over the course of the game. At 
first the character is only composed of shades and tints of black and white; however, as the player upgrades skills 
and abilities, the respective colors will show up more and more in the character’s appearance. By the end of the 
game and by the time the player has completely upgraded all color stats, the character will be fully colored, 
standing in stark contrast to the rest of the black-and-white world. This is a cool visual representation of just how 
powerful the character has become. 

Story 
Again, this will be developed as a team. I feel that, at this point, it is more important that we nail the implementation of the 
actual gameplay, and then tailor a story around the experience of the game. (This does not always have to be the case, 
but I am certain it will work better for this game.) 

World Building 
Same situation as the premise and story. 
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The Dramatic Arc 
Directly tied to the conflict, the dramatic arc will be all about the character’s overcoming the challenges and obstacles 
along the way. As the player/character completes challenges and gains new abilities, levels and enemies grow more and 
more difficult, thus increasing the tension and uncertainty of the outcome. In the end, it will all come down to the player 
facing off against the ultimate antagonist--the one causing the opposition in the first place. 

Again, however, the details as they relate to the story will be a team effort. 

Target Art Style 
Akin to Sin City and Mad World. The game is 2.5D, and the environments are primarily black and white. However, all 
attack animations, enemies, interactive objects, and projectiles are highlighted and stylized with one of the primary 
colors. This makes the objects pop and gives them the visual weight that they deserve in the context of the gameplay. 
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The Justification 

Why a Platformer? 
I love old-school platformers. They got me into video games 23 years ago, and I’ve always wanted to design and 
develop my own. Now that I have a shot at making it happen, I’m not going to simply throw an idea on paper. I’ve 
researched why this genre is so compelling, and I believe I’ve discovered factors that will make this game an 
innovative and memorable experience when implemented correctly. 

Genre Deconstruction 
As far as I can tell, the bulk of games considered to be platformers are based on three main gameplay elements: 

Platforming 
In other words, dynamic mobility. It’s all about using the character’s locomotive abilities to traverse obstacles. 

Combat 
This involves encounters and interactions with AI opponents who can typically be defeated by some type of player action 
(hand-to-hand combat, shooting, jumping on top of, etc.). Strategy and player choice factor heavily into compelling 
combat. Combat is a core element of the genre, though it is not explicitly required in a platformer. 

Puzzles 
Puzzles take a variety of forms in video games. In platformers, puzzles generally consist of obstacles that are not 
obviously overcome by common player actions. They require strategy, forethought, and a combination of actions that 
chain together to form a solution. Again, they are not explicitly a part of the genre, but they often occur naturally because 
of level design, and they make these games more engaging because of the choices they present to the player. 

Learning from the Best 
Though I don’t necessarily agree with the concept and principle behind Metacritic, I figured it was the best place to 
research the most acclaimed platformers. Everybody's opinion aggregated together should mean something, right? 
In searching through the listings, I discovered that three games/series were consistently near the top of the 
rankings, regardless of console/platform: Super Mario, Castlevania, and Braid. 

So why are they the best? What do these games do that set them above the crowd? After playing them repeatedly, I 
came to the conclusion that they all present the player with a constant mixture of at least two of the three core 
platformer elements at all times. This combining of elements consistently allows the player to employ various 
strategies to the same type of situation. The player can overcome similar obstacles using different techniques until 
finding a particular style that suits them for any given encounter. In short, these games off the player choices that 
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have real impact upon the way the play is experienced. This also encourages emergent gameplay (speed runs, 
minimalist runs, etc.). 

The Core of the Thesis Proposal 
All this time spent researching and playing video games would have been utterly wasted had I not done something 
with my findings (except that I had a blast the whole time... ok, so not a waste after all). Luckily, it all led me to the 
question I want to answer with the thesis project: 

Can we develop a game that seamlessly and constantly combines all three of the primary platforming elements 
throughout the entire experience, thus maximizing the player’s choices and fun? 

The answer to that question is definitely YES. However, such a game would have to be based on a system that demands  
constant engagement in all three elements. The dynamics of that system must be interrelated to present meaningful 
choices, to give clear and balanced risks and rewards to any action the player takes. 

That is where the hook of the game comes in, the CHROMA triad. Because of the triad, every primary action is 
potentially  (and simultaneously) a means of platforming, an attack, a defense, and a solution to a puzzle. Which of those 
that action becomes is up to the player, and having at least three possible responses to any situation gives the player a 
great sense of freedom without being left completely aimless. 

Learning Goals 
With this design and my team-focused approach to its development, this thesis will be a great learning experience 
for the cohort, not to mention the experience we’ll gain from working like a professional studio. 

• It will be a chance to thoroughly study specific design principles, namely systems, genres, and the crafting of 
meaningful decisions. 

• Having the specific goal (all three elements, all the time) will give us an opportunity to innovate, to try something 
new in the genre. 

• Because the design is based primarily on a central concept rather than minute details, the progressive design is 
open-ended enough to encourage group involvement and authoring from every team member (especially when it 
comes to dramatic elements). 

• The hook is defined and simple enough to build up front and early on in our development cycle, thus allowing the 
bulk of the time to iterate and refine with Agile processes. 

We Can Do This! 
Similar student thesis projects have been critically and commercially successful (see USC’s The Misadventures of P.B. 
Winterbottom). In other words, this is something we can do! It’s of an appropriate scope, and we’ve got the creativity, 
talent, technical experience, resources, and drive to make it happen. So let’s do it! 


